The Baltic Science Network Mobility Programme facilitates Research Internships across the Baltic Sea Region for students interested in Life Sciences, Photon & Neutron Science and Welfare State

**PhD candidates** host research internships for **BA/MA students** in 2021

**Internship period (February 2021 - 31 of July 2021*)**

Monthly calls for applications between the 1st and 16th of each month, up until the 16th May 2021.

Apply as a PhD host with your project and welcome a BA/MA student as intern from the Baltic Sea region:

| Call for PhD candidates to submit project offers | The call for proposals is open between the 1st-16th of the respective month, until the 16th of May 2021. |

Apply as an intern and become a BARI-internship holder

| Call for applications BA/MA students | Between the 1st-16th of the respective month, until the 16th of May 2021. |

Four-step application and selection process:

1. PhD candidate (internship provider) submits project offer online on the [BARI-database-portal](https://baltic-science.org/bari).
2. BA/MA student (applicant) applies online for up to three projects of his/her choice on the [BARI-database-portal](https://baltic-science.org/bari).
3. PhD candidate ranks the received applications.
4. Intern is allocated to provider based on first come first served basis and the available funding.

*Both the intern and his/her host are free to arrange the timing of the internship, between 2 – 12 weeks. It should be realized before 31st July 2021, but in some cases, it might be possible to extend the internship period beyond the present BARI Programme duration, in accordance to the regulation of each funding institution.*

For more information: visit [www.baltic-science.org/bari](http://www.baltic-science.org/bari)

Any questions? contact us at [bari@daad.de](mailto:bari@daad.de)